
Intown Quilters - Fabric Face Mask Tutorial

By: The Magical Unicorn of Sewing, Chrissy Weeks 


Please use high quality quilting cotton, tightly woven but still breathable. 

This tutorial was developed by Chrissy with input from lots of great designs 
and tutorials online already. 


Figure out what works for you and do what you can! 


For each mask you will need: 
Polyester Thread 

Outer fabric 9” x 6”

Inner fabric 9” x 6”

2 pieces of lining 9” x 6”, can be interfacing or additional pieces of cotton. 

2, 7” ear loops - t-shirt yarn or elastic 

OR 

2, strips that are 2” by width of fabric (“WOF”) ** see additional fabric ties tutorial

CLIPS - Use clips instead of pins where you can, you wand as few holes as possible in the masks. 


Cutting   
- Use colored tape to mark the dimensions on your ruler or create a paper template
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- Cut 6 inch wide strip WOF (width of fabric) 


- Sub cut your strip at 9 inches
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Ear loops 

- Elastic cut 2, 7” segments per mask OR 

- Cut a 1”wide strip of t-shirt knit, pull your strip to stretch it and let it curl, then cut curled strip into 7” 

segments




Sewing - 1/4 inch seam allowance  
- Put 1 piece of interfacing and 1 piece of fabric together both face up and sew to attach ear loops

- If using fusible interfacing, make sure the glue side is touching the fabric. Don’t waste time fusing, it will 

fuse when you turn right side out and press. 
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Before

After you stretch it will roll up and 
make a piece of “yarn” 



- Place 1 piece of fabric and 1 piece of interfacing face down on top of your piece with the ear loops 
attached. Sew around your square, leaving a 2-3 inch opening for turning 


- Turn right side out and press
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Don’t forget to leave

 an opening for turning 



- Create Pleats, fold in half and press


- Fold in thirds and press again
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- Pinch and clip each pressed fold to create 3 pleats, press center 


- Top stitch in the direction of the pleats on each side of your mask
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- Topstitch all the way around making sure you close up the hole you used to turn your mask.  


There you have it a finished mask!


General tips from Chrissy 

- Make sure you back tack!

- Make your stitch length longer. Use 3.2 - 3.5 depending on thickness. Your thread needs more room to 

make it around all those layers. 

- I like to leave my machine on left needle position when sewing over lots of layers, it allows more fabric to 

be under the presser foot and helps sew more smoothly.

- Don’t worry too much about color combos, just use what you have or can reasonably get. 

- Get stuck? Send Chrissy an email c@chrissyweeks.com 


We hope to see you guys again soon over at Intown Quilters! Hope you find this tutorial useful and will take 
some classes with Chrissy and our other amazing instructors when we are open again. 


KEEP CALM AND SEW ON! 
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